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Abstract :  Wireless networks are gaining popularity to its peak today, as the users want wireless connectivity irrespective of their 

geographic position. There is an increasing threat of attacks on the Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks (VANET). Black hole attack is 

one of the security threat in which the traffic is redirected this type of node that honestly does no longer exist inside the network. 

This paper is proposed neural network (NN) for optimization and multicast routing protocol approach for attack detection and 

prevention The measurements were taken in terms of throughput, end-to-end delay and network load. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks are independent and decentralized remote frameworks. VANETs  consist of vehicle  nodes that are free 

in moving in and out in the network. Nodes are the systems or devices i.e. vehicle  phone, laptop, personal digital assistance, MP3 

player and personal computer that are participating in the network and are mobile. These nodes can act as host/router or both at 

the same time. They can form arbitrary topologies depending on their connectivity with each other in the network. These hubs can 

arrange themselves and due to their self-design capacity, they can be conveyed critically without the need of any foundation. 

Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) has VANET working group (WG) that is devoted for developing IP routing protocols. 

Routing protocols is one of the challenging and interesting research areas. Many routing protocols have been developed for 

VANETS, i.e. AODV, OLSR, DSR etc. 

The most important concern for the basic functionality of the network is security in the Vehicle  Ad-Hoc Network. The quality of 

network access, confidentiality and data privacy can be accomplished by ensuring security issues have been addressed. VANETs  

also suffer from security attacks due to their features such as open medium, dynamically changing topology, lack of central control 

and management, cooperative algorithms and no specific protection mechanism. These factors changed the situation on the 

battlefield for the VANETs  against the threats to defense. 

The VANETs operate without a centralized administration where the nodes interact on mutual trust. That feature makes VANETs  

more vulnerable to being abused within the network by an intruder. Wireless links often make the VANETs  more vulnerable to 

attacks, making it easier for the attacker to reach the network and access the ongoing communication. Vehicle  nodes present within 

the range of wireless links can overhear and even participate in the network. VANETs  must have a safe way of transmission and 

communication and this is a very difficult and critical problem because there are that threats of attack on the vehicle  networks. 

Security is the cry of the day. Vehicle nodes present in the wireless communication range can overhear and even participate. To 

ensure safe communication and transmission, the engineers have to understand different types of attacks and their impact on the 

VANETs. Wormhole attack, Black hole attack, Sybil attack, flood attack, routing table overflow attack, Denial of Service (DoS), 

selfish node misbehaving, impersonation attack are kinds of attacks that a VANET may suffer from. A VANET is more vulnerable 

to these attacks as communication is focused on mutual confidence between nodes, there is no central point for network control, no 

authorization facility, the topology is actively evolving and the resources are limited. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure1: VANET representation 

Vehicle  Ad-Hoc Network (MANET) security is the biggest concern for the basic network functionality. The availability of 

network access, confidentiality and data integrity can be accomplished by ensuring that security problems have been resolved. 

VANET also suffers from security attacks due to its features such as open media, dynamic change of topology, lack of central 

control, and no clear defense mechanism. These factors have changed the battle field situation for the VANET against the security 

threats. 
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II.  BACKGROUND 

J. Zhang, et al., proposes AATMS, vehicles in VANET can maintain a strategic distance from malevolent vehicles and help out 

confided in vehicles. The possibility of AATMS is for the most part motivated by TrustRank calculation, which is utilized to 

battle web spams. [1]  

 

A. K. Goyal et al., proposed a safe and productive VANET framework, a broad outline of attributes, challenges, security attacks 

and necessities must be managed. The prime goal of this paper is to give a grouping of security prerequisites, security attributes 

and difficulties. [2]  

 

D. P. Choudhari et al., breaking down the packet delivery ratio (PDR) for the network under Spying and DDoS attacks and after 

expulsion of these attacks the packet delivery ratio (PDR) is expanded for the network. The Packet Delivery Ratio for example 

PDR is the quantity of packets got and the packets created as recorded in follow document [3]  

 

R. Kolandaisamy, et al., proposed a novel plan attack location utilizing vehicle mode investigation in Exploratory Based Ant 

Colony Approach (EBACA) for VANET is proposed. The hidden supposition that will be that a mode investigation of vehicles 

determines unwavering quality and trickiness of messages they drive. [4]  

 

B. Luo, et al., propose a blockchain empowered trust-based area security insurance conspire in VANET. In particular, by breaking 

down the various prerequisites of the solicitation vehicle and the helpful vehicle during the way toward building the unknown 

shrouding locale, just as joining the attributes of these two jobs, we devise the trust the executives technique dependent on 

Dirichlet conveyance.[5]  

 

Y. Zeng et al., present a bother based causative attack which focuses at the inventory network of DL classifiers in the VANET. 

We first train a classifier utilizing VANET reproduced information which fulfills the guideline precision for distinguishing 

pernicious traffic in the VANET. At that point, we expand on the adequacy of our introduced attack plot on this pre-prepared 

classifier. [6]  

 

W. Li et al., proposes a Sybil nodes discovery strategy dependent on RSSI arrangement and vehicle driving framework - RSDM. 

RSDM assesses the distinction between the RSSI succession and the driving framework by unique separation coordinating to 

distinguish Sybil nodes. The test results show that RSDM performs well with a higher identification rate and a lower mistake rate. 

[7]  

Y. Gao et al., proposed identification framework comprises of two fundamental segments: ongoing network traffic assortment 

module and network traffic location module. To assemble our proposed framework, we go through Sparkle to speed information 

preparing and use HDFS to store enormous suspicious attacks. [8]  

 

J. R. et al., essentially centers around recognizing the malignant node that professes to be a genuine vehicle all through the session 

capturing attack in VANETs and furthermore examines on the throughput, delay at end focuses, complete checks of packet 

produced, traded and dropped utilizing the Network Test system 2 (NS2) instrument and fitting induction gave. [9]  

 

M. Poongodi et al., proposed reCAPTCHA controller instrument forestalls the robotized attacks comparatively like botnet 

zombies. The reCAPTCHA controller is utilized to check and restrict the vast majority of the robotized DDoS attacks. For 

actualizing this system, the data hypothesis based measurement is utilized to examine the deviation in clients demand regarding 

entropy. [10] 

  

S. Kumar et al., proposed a packet location calculation for the anticipation of DoS attacks is proposed. This calculation will have 

the option to recognize the numerous malignant nodes in the network which are sending irrelevant packets to stick the network 

and that will in the end stop the network to send the security messages. [11]  

 

A. M. Alrehan et al., center around examining the principle attacks alongside DDoS attack on VANET framework just as 

investigating potential arrangements with an emphasis on AI based answers for recognize such attacks right now. [12]  

 

R. N. Nabwene et al., Trust foundation in VANET helps manage insider attacks, albeit the vast majority of the current 

arrangements accept the attacker will consistently show a stable deceptive conduct after some time, which isn't the situation with 

clever insider attackers, they display insightful practices to evade identification. [13]  

 

T. Zaidi et al., Right now, it is being seen that numerous security challenges are there where research need to step-up forward for 

making VANET progressively secure. A basic examination is talked about broadly concerning VANET parts, security issues and 

difficulties, attacks and its answers. [14]  

 

S. Hamdan et al., shows an improved calculation will be proposed, exploiting the impression and security safeguarding 

identification of maltreatment of nom de plumes techniques. The cross breed location plan will be actualized utilizing the ns2 test 

system. P2DAP acting superior to anything impression when the quantity of vehicles increments. [15]  

H. Chaurasiya et al., shows the wireless Sensors Networks (WSN) which have become vital in many areas and critical applications. 

Some applications require a reliable network and less maintenance, especially the power consumption. The standard helps the 

overall network to reduce worries about the sensors power dissipation. Therefore, the longevity of the network is the main 

concern of the WSN. [16] 
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III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 

 
Figure 2: Flow Chart 

 

Algorithm:  

Step-1: Reading configuration, runtime variables total packets generated in the simulation 

Step-2: Load data set, MAC protocol, Agents used in this simulation 

Step-3: Creation of network model and introduce 2 black- hole attack nodes 

Step-4: Optimization of attack node using neural network methodology. Then due to high security such attacking node is 

identified and removed or stop. 

Step-5: Select route using ODMRP protocol then update topology matrix, and update plot graph and simulation of nodes in 

environment. 

Step-6: Various simulation parameters calculation 

IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS 

The usage of the proposed calculation is done over MATLAB 8.3.0.532. The ad-hoc network and communication commands and 

function such us to utilize the capacities accessible in MATLAB Library for different techniques like moving, scaling and so 

forth.  

 
 

Figure 3: Network model creation and attack introduce 

 

This figure shows the attack introduce, here node number 8 and node number 21 is assigned as a black hole attack node.  
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Figure 4: Network model simulation-I 

This figure shows the simulation of various nodes with attack nodes. But attack node start identifying. 

 

Figure 5: Attack node optimization-I 

 
Figure 6: Iteration  

 

This figure shows the optimization of attack, after 100 iteration such attack node identified. 
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Figure 7: Attack node optimized 

This figure shows the optimization of attack. After 100 iteration such attack node identified. 

 
Figure 8: Simulation of VANET using ODMRP 

In simulation graph there are three state of node. First is the node which only behave as a node, it showing by yellow color. 

Second type of node which behave as a sender node, it is showing by red color. Third type of node which behave as a receiver 

node, it is showing by green color. 

Table 1: Simulation parameter 

 

Sr No. Parameters Proposed Work 

1 Software MATLAB 8.3 

2 Simulation area Upto 8000m X 800m 

3 Methodology NN and ODMRP 

4 Simulation time (Sec) 83 

5 Packet size (B) 1024 

6 Source and Destination average node 20 

7 Total packets sent 196 

8 Total packets rcvd 3666 

9 Total bytes sent 46048 

10 Total bytes rcvd 944464 

11 End to End Delay (Sec) 0.01 

12 Throughput (Kbps) 6800 

13 Packet Delivery ratio 6.2% 

V. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents blackhole attack protected On-Demand Routing Protocol with authentication algorithm for VANIT. This 

research work consider total number of nodes upto 100, where some of source node and some of destination node. Proposed 

method based on demand protocol and NN for optimization while previous work based on AODV protocol. The overall 

simulation time is reduced by proposed approach. There are two scenarios to calculate performance parameters. First is when 
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consider black hole attack another is when consider without attack. Proposed algorithm achieved significant better result than 

previous approach. Therefore proposed approach gives better result in terms of packet delivery ratio, end to end delay and 

throughput both case of attack for attack and without attack. 
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